
 
 
2017 Cherry Creek Summer Institute AP English Literature (New) Syllabus 
 
Tom Tucker, Presenter  (thomasallentucker@gmail.com) 
 
Monday, July 24: a.m. 
 

 Introductions 
 Overview of AP materials and T. Tucker’s materials; sample textbooks 
 Effective books for teacher resources (How to Read…et al) 
 Using the resources of AP Central/other online resources 
 The philosophy of AP Lit /how it can inform your general ed classes 
 Diversity and the AP Lit classroom 
 The AP Lit exam: Structure and emphasis on close reading 
 How the exam is scored 
 Syllabus building: choosing major works as a starting point.  Deciding 

on an organizational method for your syllabus.  Summer reading? 
 Looking at sample syllabi in the AP Lit Handbook (scoring components) 
 Submitting your syllabus (refer to AP Central) 
 Multiple-choice structure (handout over strategies and activities) 

 
Monday, July 24: p.m. 
 
 

 Poetry and the AP Lit classroom (handout); demystifying poetry 
 Essential poetry terms 
 Including a wide range of poetry periods  
 Tone and poetry (handout).  Tonal vocabulary (Gatsby’s Light) 
 Brainstorming poetry assignments (informal and formal): color coding, 

multiple-entry journals, poetry videos, poetry reading response sheets 
 Poetry and multiple-choice 
 Working with the 2009 Released Exam multiple-choice poetry 

questions; identifying skills 
 Poetry multiple-choice practice in the AP Lit classroom 
 ACTIVITY: Choose a poem with which you have familiarity and design a 

close reading exercise.  PEER REVIEW 
 Criteria for choosing poems for free response that feature complexity 
 HW: Choose several poems that would be candidates for your own free 

response assignments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tuesday, July 25: a.m. 
 

 How poetry free response prompts are worded 
 Examining previous years’ prompts over single poems 
 ACTIVITY: Designing your own free response poetry prompt over a 

single poem (writing alternate prompts)  PEER REVIEW 
 How many poetry essays should students write over the semester? 
 Characteristics of strong AP poetry essays over single poems: a reader’s 

perspective 
 The scoring guide 
 The 2017 Free Response poetry prompt: Mock reading 
 The value of paired poetry in the classroom 
 Paired poems: how the analysis differs from single poems 
 Comparative poetry assignments: multiple-entry journals; “La 

Guitarra;” graphic organizers 
 Examining previous years’ prompts over paired poems 
 HW:  Choose several sets of paired poems for close reading study 

 
 
Tuesday, July 25: p.m. 
 

 Handout: “Comparative Poems and Prompts: An Overview” 
 ACTIVITY: Designing your own free-response paired poetry prompt 

(writing alternate prompts)  PEER REVIEW 
 Strategies for writing about the paired poetry prompt. 
 Helping students deconstruct a prompt (transforming the prompt into a 

question; paraphrasing the prompt; analyzing, through writing, the 
task) 

 Prose passages and the AP Lit curriculum (handout) 
 Prose analysis terms: the importance of point of view and selection of 

detail in prose passages 
 Prose excerpt assignments: graphic organizers/close reading exercises 
 Multiple-choice items from the 2009 prose portion of the test; 

identifying skills 
 Multiple-choice poetry and prose tips for students and teachers 
 ACTIVITY: Choose a prose passage with which you have some 

familiarity and design a close reading activity. 
 Criteria for choosing prose excerpts 
 HW: Choose several prose excerpts from works you currently use. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Wednesday, July 26: a.m. 
 

 Examining prose excerpts from previous years 
 Examining the 2017 Free Response prose passage and prompt: 

Question Two/Mock reading 
 ACTIVITY: Choose a prose passage with which you have some 

familiarity and design a close reading activity. 
 Narrative and stylistic features in prose passages (handout); the 

importance of point of view 
 Plays and Question Two (refer to the 2006 Question 2 prompt) 
 ACTIVITY: Designing your own prose excerpt prompt (writing alternate 

prompts); PEER REVIEW 
 Student strategies for writing about prose passages 
 Incorporating prose excerpts into the AP Lit curriculum: before, during, 

and after the larger work 
 Choosing passages from former AP tests to supplement literary gaps 
 How many prose excerpt essays should students write? 

 
Wednesday, July 26: p.m. 
 

 Question Three: the open-ended question; its unique task 
 Examining the 2017 open-ended question: Question Three 
 The “archetypal” nature of Question Three 
 Examining previous years’ open-ended questions 
 The significance of the phrase “the meaning of the work as a whole”  
 ACTIVITY: Design a free-response open-ended prompt (writing 

alternate prompts over plays and novels) PEER REVIEW 
 Strategies for writing essays over Question Three 
 Preparing students for the open-ended question 
 HW: Read The Rivals 

 
Thursday, July 27: a.m. 
 

 Including satire and/or comedy in the AP Lit classroom 
 Satirical and/or comedic works that might be part of your curriculum 
 Reading The Rivals (potential assignments) 
 Addressing curricular issues mentioned on Day One 
 The importance of inclusion in an ever-growing AP Lit student 

population 
 Examining sample AP Lit syllabi 
 Nominations for inclusion of poems, epics, short stories, novels, plays, 

non-fiction pieces, films 
 Timing: days leading up to the exam; days following the exam 
 Setting up a core AP Lit syllabus (peer discussion); making a rough 

outline 
 



Thursday, July 27: p.m. 
 

 LAB: Creating an AP Lit syllabus 
 Sharing typed syllabi; discuss with participants 
 Personal favorites for teaching 
 Technology and the AP Lit classroom 
 Sharing close reading assignments; “fun” assignments 
 Textbook review 
 Remaining questions  
 Institute evaluations 


